REGISTER NOW

The conference will take place in the Veterinarian Science Conference Centre.

Click here for a campus map: VSCC

Plenary Session and Panels:
VSCC Lecture Theatre 208 (Webster)

Parallel Sessions:
A) VSCC Seminar Room 115
B) VSCC Seminar Room 218

Registration and coffee breaks:
VSCC Pfizer Foyer Level 1

Tuesday, 19th July

9.00-4.00: Registration

12.30-1.00:
WELCOME: Anik Waldow (Sydney), Stephen Gaukroger (Sydney), Duncan Ivison (Sydney)

1.00-2.30:
PLEINARY SESSION:
Alison Gopnik (Berkeley): “Hume, Buddhism and Moral Development: What can History and Psychology tell us about Hume’s Theory of the Self?”
Chair: Anik Waldow

2.30-2.45 Coffee Break

2.45-4.00
PLENARY SESSION:
Wade Robison (Rochester Institute of Technology): “Proofs and Hume's Intellectual Development”
Commentator: Stephen Gaukroger (Sydney)
Chair: Deborah Brown

4.00-5.30
Sunset Reception (New Law Scholl Building, 5th Floor)

Wednesday, 20th July

9.00-10.15
PARALLEL SESSIONS:
A) Hsueh Qu (Singapore): “The Deontological Threshold and beyond THN 1.4.7”
   Commentator: David Macarthur (Sydney)
   Chair: TBA

B) John McHugh (Denison): “Working out the Details of Hume and Smith on Sympathy”
   Commentator: Keith Hankins (Melbourne)
   Chair: Millicent Churcher (Sydney)

10.15-10.30 Coffee Break

PARALLEL SESSIONS:

A) Adam Gjesdal (Arizona): “Hume: Utilitarian Pluralism”
   Commentator: Avital Hazoney (Tel Aviv)
   Chair: Gabriel Watts (Sydney)

B) Okamura (Kyoto/Toronto): “Hume on Distinctions of Reason”
   Commentator: Nathan Sasser (South Carolina)
   Chair: Dejan Simkovic (Notre Dame)

12.30-1.30 Lunch

1.30-2.45
PARALLEL SESSIONS:

A) Kim (Durham): “Hume on the Problem of Other Minds”
   Commentator: Robert Miner (Baylor)

B) Jason Fisette (Nevada): “Analogies from Mathematics to Colours”
   Commentator: Karann Durland (Austin)
   Chair: Dario Perinetti (Montreal)

2.45-3.00 Coffee Break

3.00-4.15
PARALLEL SESSIONS:

A) Ruth Boeker (Melbourne): “Shaftesbury and Hume on the Self, Character, and Humanity”
   Commentator: Margaret Watkins (Saint Vincent College)

B) Karen Green (Melbourne): “Was Hume the Woman’s moral philosopher?”
   Commentator: Anne Jaap Jacobsen (Houston)

4.15-5.45
PLENARY SESSION:
Chair: Jennifer Smalligan Marušić (Brandeis)

6.00-6.30
**Carillon Tour** through Sydney University’s Clock Tower (meeting point: in front of the clock tower of the Quadrangle Building)

**Thursday, 21 July**

9.00-10.15
**PARALLEL SESSIONS:**

A) Miren Boehm (Wisconsin at Milwaukee): “Hume and Newton's Empiricism and Conception of Science”
   Commentator: Tamas Demeter (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
   Chair: Elena Gordon (Sydney)

B) Hamdan Zahreddin (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais): “Hume and the Question of Resistance”
   Commentator: Spiros Tegos (Crete)

10.15-10.30 Coffee Break

10.30-11.45
**PARALLEL SESSIONS:**

C) Dominic Dimech (Sydney): “Hume on Causation: Projectivist and Sceptic”
   Commentator: Emily Kalahan (Illinois Wesleyan)
   Chair: Michael Olson (Macquarie)

D) Krista Rodkey (Indiana): “Property and Necessity: the Scope of Hume's Justice”
   Commentator: John Thrasher (Monash)

11.45-1.30 Lunch

**MENTORING SESSION A**

1.30-2.45
**PARALLEL SESSIONS:**

A) Debbie Stephan (Independent Scholar): “Reconstructing some English sources for Hume’s History”
   Commentator: Max Grober (Austin)

B) Annette Pierdziwol (Notre Dame, Sydney): “The Cultivation of Sympathy in Hume’s Treatise”
   Commentator: Millicent Churcher (Sydney)
2.45-3.00 Coffee Break

3.00-4.30
PLENARY SESSION:
Shaun Nichols (Arizona): “Rational Empiricism and Moral Distinctions”
Chair: Michael Gill (Arizona)

4.45-5.45
MENTORING SESSION B
(Muniment Room, Quadrangle Building, first floor, near the clock tower)

6.00-6.30
Reception in the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, 1 Conservatorium Road, Sydney CBD


Friday, 22nd July

9.00-10.15
PARALLEL SESSIONS:

A) Dejan Simkovic (Notre Dame, Sydney): “Hume’s Approach to Wollaston”
   Commentator: Peter Anstey (Sydney)

B) Peter Fosl (Transylvania University): “Hume’s Skeptical Beliefs: The Clitomachian Reading”
   Commentator: Mark Hooper (Queensland University of Technology)
   Chair: Mehdi Faizy (Macquarie)

10.15-10.30 Coffee Break

10.30-12.30
PANEL SESSION
“Habit and Self-Formation: Hobbes and Malebranche as Influences on Hume” with
Deborah Brown (Queensland), Julie Walsh (Wellesley College)
Comment: Lisa Shapiro (Simon Fraser)
Chair: Anik Waldow

12.30 Take-away lunch & transfer to Circular Quay (public transport)

EXCURSION
1.00 Ferry to Taronga Zoo
1.30-4.00 Guided Tour “Australian Animals”, Taronga Zoo

Saturday, 23rd July

9.00-11.00
AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS SESSION

   Critics: Genevieve Lloyd (University of New South Wales), Willem Lemmens (Antwerp), Dario Perinetti (Montreal)
   Chair: Lisa Shapiro

   Critics: Donald Baxter (Connecticut), Jennifer Smalligan Marušić (Brandeis), Don Garrett (New York)
   Chair: Eric Schliesser

11.00-11.15 Coffee Break

11.15-12.30 PARALLEL SESSIONS:

A) Kevin Busch (Oxford): “Hume's Lapse on the Causal Maxim”
   Commentator: Kazuhiro Watanabe (Kyoto)

B) Richard Fry (Southern Illinois at Edwardsville): “Montaigne and Hume on Animals”
   Commentator: Julie Klein (Villanova)
   Chair: Margaret Watkins (Saint Vincent College)

12.30-1.15 Lunch

1.15-2.15 Hume Society Business Meeting

2.15-3.30 PARALLEL SESSIONS:

A) Benjamin Nelson (Connecticut): “Mistaken Intuitions and Hume's Degeneration Argument”
   Commentator: David Owen (Arizona)

B) Katie Paxman (BYU): “Hume and the Evolution of Appetite”
   Commentator: Asa Carlson (Stockholm)
   Chair: Julie Walsh (Wellesley College)

3.30-3.45 Coffee Break

3.45-5.15 PLENARY SESSION:
   Christine Swanton (Auckland): The Philosophical Power of Hume's Notion of Love
   Chair: Eric Schliesser (Amsterdam)

7.00-10.00
Banquet at El Contrabando (21 Bent Street, Sydney CBD)